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ABSTRACT
Several implementations of the QUIC protocol exist. Unfortunately, they generally lack behind TCP ones in terms of performance as TCP stacks have been undergoing years of optimizations. In this work, we propose picoquic-dpdk, a modified version of picoquic that bypasses the Linux kernel networking stack using the DPDK library, improving the throughput by a 3x factor. We compare our implementation against several QUIC stacks and TCP+TLS and demonstrate that it outperforms all tested QUIC stacks and matches TCP+TLS even with common TCP optimizations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
QUIC is a feature-rich transport layer protocol developed atop UDP. Compared to TCP, it features a faster handshake, multiplexing through the stream abstraction, connection migration and better flexibility by encoding control and application data in the packet payload. Several QUIC implementations exist but are generally slower than TCP ones, which often benefit from years of optimization. It is not the case for QUIC, which often requires higher CPU utilization to achieve similar goodput.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we identify bottlenecks of existing stacks and we present picoquic-dpdk, a kernel-bypass version of the picoquic implementation which improves performance by a 3x factor. Second, we compare and survey our implementation to several QUIC implementations: picoquic, msquic, quiche, and quicly, and a TCP+TLS stack. Our work thus provides a reference on QUIC stacks performance. Beyond previous surveys,[6] we design an efficient open-source implementation, specifically address the execution model, and demonstrates how QUIC performance can be on par with TCP+TLS. We conclude with leads on further performance improvements and future research prospects.

2 BACKGROUND
QUIC relies on UDP and has more limited hardware offload compared to TCP, which can use TCP segmentation offload (TSO) when the NIC supports it. With this technique, large TCP segments are created and passed to the NIC which handles their segmentation, reducing the number of system calls involved. Other TCP optimizations exists such as Generic Receive Offload (GRO) and Large Receive Offload (LRO) to reduce the number of system calls involved in receiving packets. As QUIC encrypts headers, implementing hardware-assisted gather technique such as LRO would need to offload an important part of the stack to the NIC.

Even with software and hardware optimizations, relying on the kernel has drawbacks. The kernel networking has several inefficiencies: (i) the NIC issues interrupt when new packets are available, which causes context switches. Likewise, the application relies on system calls to receive data, which again causes context switches. The cost of the interrupts can be mitigated by using polling, (ii) when a packet is received, the kernel wraps it inside a structure called sk_buff for processing. This structure is large and thus has an important impact on the memory footprint of the execution: higher levels of caches that are slower can be required, (iii) there is a copy of the packet between user space and kernel space.

Kernel Bypass. DPDK is designed to accelerate packet processing workloads. It bypasses the kernel networking stack and features performance optimizations such as Poll Mode Drivers (PMD), efficient and NUMA-aware memory allocation, zero-copy, ease the use of huge pages, and more.

When using DPDK, we can receive and process packets without the intervention of the kernel, and thus we avoid its inefficiencies. We avoid the interrupts by relying on polling, the context switches by processing the packets in userspace, and the sk_buff structure by replacing it with mbuf, the DPDK equivalent. We note that AF_XDP could be an alternative choice but its performance is still lower than DPDK[3]. Moreover DPDK itself supports an XDP-based driver providing both implementations at once.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
We developed picoquic-dpdk, a version of picoquic that integrates the DPDK library. The goal was to provide a high-speed QUIC implementation. We chose picoquic because it is a minimal implementation of the protocol closely following the IETF standard and is therefore easily extendable. It is written in C, as
We measure the rate at which a client and a server can exchange data which relies on openSSL for its encryption. All stacks are configured for processing when sending packets, track seen addresses when receiving packets and compute fields such as the lengths and checksums.

**UDP stack.** The Linux kernel networking stack provides a simple socket abstraction for the developers. The networking stack constructs the packets for the user. As DPDK by-passes the Kernel stack, it looses address resolution, the management of UDP sessions, as well as inserting headers between chunks of payload. We built a simple UDP stack compatible with both IPv4 (with ARP address resolution) and IPv6 (with ICMP/NDP address resolution) to resolve unknown addresses. It then encode Ethernet, IP and UDP frames when sending packets, track seen addresses when receiving packets and compute fields such as the lengths and checksums.

**Main loop.** We modified the send/receive loop to work with batches of packet, a technique to enhance packet processing performance [1]. We receive a maximum of 32 packets and process them in the picoquic stack. We then construct packets that need to be sent and flush them at once to the TX queues.

## 4 EVALUATION

We measure the rate at which a client and a server can exchange data over a 100Gbps link connecting two Intel Xeon Silver 4314 CPUs running at 2.4GHz. Data is never read nor written to disk to avoid bottlenecks.

We compare our improved version of picoquic with the original picoquic, quiche, quicly and msquic. The last ones were chosen because they are up-to-date industry-oriented implementations. Furthermore, msquic claims to be a fast QUIC implementation focusing on performance. As a TCP+TLS stack we use picoTLS which relies on openSSL for its encryption. All stacks are configured to use AES-128-GCM as the AEAD cipher.
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**Figure 1: Single-connection performance comparison**

Figure 1 illustrates the different stacks’ goodput for a single connection with different processing models. The workload is a download of 20GB for the QUIC stacks and a 30 seconds download for picoTLS. picoquic-dpdk uses a single core for both processing and I/O. However, socket-based stacks may use a pipeline of cores to run the kernel interrupts and processing in addition to a core for the application itself. msquic uses a pipeline approach for the application itself, therefore it may use an extra core to separate the user level I/O and the stack processing, further spreading the pipeline on 3 cores. With this approach, msquic achieves a goodput of 10.6 Gbps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>picoquic</th>
<th>picoquic-dpdk</th>
<th>quiche</th>
<th>msquic</th>
<th>quicly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crypto</td>
<td>36.15</td>
<td>44.16</td>
<td>27.95</td>
<td>42.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUIC handshake</td>
<td>37.16</td>
<td>41.24</td>
<td>67.96</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>18.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Usage of CPU cycles for the server**

**Comparison between the QUIC stacks.** Figure 1 shows that among the QUIC stacks, using a single core picoquic-dpdk performs best. Compared to the original picoquic implementation, we see a 3x improvement. This improvement over picoquic is explained by the profiling summarized in Table 1. We profiled the execution of the send/receive loops of the different stacks’ servers. The table shows a reduction of I/O from 18.7% to 5.7% between picoquic and picoquic-dpdk, leaving cycles for the encryption and protocol handling. We see a significant disparity in the distribution of the CPU cycles used for each task among the QUIC stacks. A direct comparison is not straightforward since the goodput achieved varies between the stacks. Some costs, such as encryption, will naturally require a larger part of the CPU cycles for the stacks that reach a higher goodput. Nonetheless, we can learn from the best-performing stacks: quicly and msquic. Both of them rely on batching to reduce the cost of several tasks: sending packets, encryption, and construction of packets.

**The TCP+TLS stack.** Figure 1 shows that picoTLS is performing nearly as fast as picoquic-dpdk with a single core. Disabling the TCP optimizations mentioned in section 2, we show the performance of picoTLS is reduced by a factor of 2.

**Handshake speed.** With requests for a 0-byte payload, picoquic-dpdk can handle up to 6000 request/seconds, while picoquic performs around half times lower.

## CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Bypassing the Linux kernel improves the performance of a QUIC implementation. We showed that picoquic-dpdk outperforms other QUIC implementations, even those focusing on performance, such as msquic and quicly. In further work we will bring support for multipath[2] and migration, currently unsupported by the sharded scaling approach of our stack.

We showed that picoquic-dpdk could slightly outperform the optimized kernel TCP stack with equal CPU resources in a goodput-based workload. In future work, we will address the limitations of our evaluation, such as considering the impact of network delay and more factors like the number of connections and CPU cores on top of the processing pipeline. We will also explore further the handshake performance of QUIC and TCP+TLS stacks.

The picoquic-dpdk implementation is available at https://github.com/UCLouvain-ENSG/picoquic-dpdk. Our test-suite is fully available to enable other researchers to reproduce the results and observe the evolution of the performance of QUIC and TCP stacks. The test suite is fully automated and can be easily extended to add other test cases and more implementations.
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